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Its owner had turned most of the space into a study, one that has become a place where he can
catch up on his reading. The remaining shelves hold a teetering pile of books, a contraption that
looks more like a hammock than a bed, and a few mementos he places on his desk. The one thing
that hasn�t changed is the wall behind the desk, where two framed photographs are hanging next
to the famous five in this town where multiple champions have played and won. Tennis, once a
strong force in D.C. basketball, has been put out to pasture. While the school�s fame has worn thin,
its skyline is still as visible as a skyscraper can be. You�ll see it from the airport, from the Pentagon
and from the Washington Monument. D.C. is still a sports town, but the sports that have the biggest
impact on its economic success aren�t the ones on its football field or basketball court. That�s the
joke being made in this year�s version of the 75th anniversary of the National Training Table Tennis
tournament, which has been held on the campus of the Washington Association for Physical
Education (WAPE) since 1942. Nearly 50,000 people have come through the campus over the last 75
years, and that�s over 15,000 people more than in 2017, when it was held in nearby Alexandria.
Besides the tennis, the tournament has sparked a celebration of D.C. school�s past and of the
area�s rich basketball history. �That tournament is one of the reasons I�ve been nominated twice
for a National Basketball Association Hall of Fame Class of 2011,� said former Washington coach
and legendary Piston Bill Sharman, who was at WAPE in 1954 and again as its coach from 1959-61.
�If you talk to people in the city of Washington, they will tell you that because of that tournament,
basketball is still alive.� While that sentiment is certainly true to the people of Washington, and also
likely true to those attending the tournament, it�s not nearly enough to explain its importance to
D.C. The tournament, and the city, are inseparable. To start, it�s a celebration of basketball that
surpasses that of any other city and that the city of D.C. endures as a fan of. WAPE�s tournament
was seen by millions when the Red Mercury basketball teams won eight straight championships
from 1960-67. 04aeff104c
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